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					MODERNITY AND HISTORY
				

				
					Castle and Rooms
				

				
					In the revitalization of a historical facility, the art lies in restoring the authentic spirit of that place. You will feel this in each of our buildings, designed in a style that suits their character, blending historical ambiance with the comfort provided by contemporary amenities.
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                            FLAVORS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

                            Restaurant in the Castle

                            Carefully selected ingredients, local suppliers, exquisite drinks, and masterful culinary composition – that's the secret of Filip Grajeta, the Head Chef of the Castle Restaurant. We invite you to join us on a culinary journey.
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                            THE ART OF RELAXATION AND UNWINDING

                            Art SPA&Wellness

                            A space where relaxation becomes an art, and art becomes the quintessence of relaxation. Treatments are based on noble, natural ingredients and luxurious cosmetics. Inspiring exhibitions and a delightful, glass-enclosed pool.
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                        PLAN AN EXCEPTIONAL DAY WITH US
                    

                    
                        Wedding at the Castle
                    

                    
                        At Topacz Castle, dreams come true: of an intimate ceremony in a charming chapel, of a unique, stylish wedding within historical walls, of a romantic, outdoor reception in the garden. We will gladly make them a reality, creating an unforgettable, fairytale setting for this special, most important day.
                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                
                                    DISCOVER OUR OFFER
                                

                            
                        

                    

                                    

            

            
                
                    
                        THE ART OF ORGANIZING BUSINESS MEETINGS
                    

                    
                        Business and Conferences
                    

                    
                        Expansive outdoor spaces,conference rooms filled with history and luxurious interiors, extraordinary attractions, and professional facilities are just the beginning of the story of our Conference Center. We offer much more - a meeting space designed for building relationships.
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                    AN EXCEPTIONAL JOURNEY THROUGH TIME
                

                
                    Automotive Museum
                

                
                    Vintage cars and motorcycles represent a fusion of technological achievements and design craftsmanship. We invite you on a historical journey, starting from collector's models from the pioneering 1930s to post-war classics of the Polish People's Republic production.
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							ENTERTAINMENT & FUN
						

																
							Other Attractions
						

																					
							Relaxation, like art, comes in various styles and forms. At Topacz Castle, everyone will find their favorite. Sports and active relaxation outdoors. Natural discoveries. Concerts, performances, Summer Bar at the Glade, the famous Illumination Park, and attractions for children. We welcome you all year round!
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					Discover the Resort Grounds
				

				
					Discover the Resort Grounds
				

				
					Discover the Resort Grounds Topacz Castle is an intriguing historical architectural facility, with charming nooks, and extraordinary attractions. We invite you to discover our offerings on the map and during your stay.
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                Walking Trail
            

            
                A walking trail with a beautiful view of the pond!
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                Topacz Castle
            

            
                The meticulously restored heart of our resort offers modernly equipped rooms and apartments maintained to a 5-star standard. The building houses: the Restaurant in the Castle, a bar with a spacious terrace overlooking the Historic Park, boutique ART SPA, wellness area, and a conference hall.
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                Gardener's Cottage
            

            
                The intimate Gardener's Cottage is surrounded by a garden. This is an offer for those of you who want to relax in close contact with nature. Floral and plant details allude to the former function of this place, giving character to the comfortable 4-star standard rooms.



Distance from the Castle: approx. 50 m
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                Entrance Gate
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                Granary
            

            
                In the three-story Granary building, comfortable rooms await you, designed to reflect the former purpose of this place. The Granary also houses a restaurant and a cozy conference room.



Distance from the Castle: approx. 150 m
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                Steward's House
            

            
                In the two-story Steward's House, one of the first restored buildings in our complex, you will find rooms furnished in the style characteristic of Tuscan residences, some of them with beautiful terraces. An ideal place for a stay with your four-legged companions.



Distance from the Castle: approx. 150 m
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                Tennis Courts
            

            
                Six tennis courts: two indoor and four outdoor clay courts (including two illuminated courts), allow for playing tennis year-round. There's a tennis school on site, and during the summer holidays, the Summer Tennis and Golf Academy is available.
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                Automotive Museum
            

            
                A two-story exhibition featuring over 100 exhibits. It includes both Polish-made vehicles from the interwar and Polish People's Republic periods, as well as the largest collection of Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars in Poland. The youngest visitors can enjoy a kid’s play area styled like an automotive workshop.
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                Ballroom
            

            
                The extraordinary, stylish Ballroom with its brick walls and impressive roof trusses is the largest banquet space in Castle Topacz. It features a mezzanine, a terrace overlooking the river, stage lighting, and the possibility of setting up a stage.
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                Column Hall
            

            
                The elegant brick Column Hall, designed in the style of Castle Topacz, features impressive vaulted ceilings supported by columns. From the windows and the terrace, you can enjoy a view of the courtyard and the pond. It is an ideal venue for organizing events for up to 200 guests.
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                Stable
            

            
                The interior of the Stable, maintained in a rustic style, boasts exposed beams and brick walls. The building houses 17 comfortable rooms with simple furniture featuring metal accents, modern lighting, and carpeting reminiscent of a horse blanket.



Distance from the Castle: approx. 30 m
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                Fireplace Room
            

            
                The intimate Fireplace Room charms with brick walls, vaulted ceilings, stylish lighting, and an impressive fireplace where you can light a fire on cooler evenings. The room has natural daylight and access to a terrace overlooking the park and the pond.
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                Coach House
            

            
                The two-story Coach House is designed in a bourgeois style reminiscent of the interwar period. There are 14 comfortable 4-star standard rooms here with a view of the garden or the pond. The picturesque gazebo in the garden is the perfect spot for an outdoor wedding.



Distance from the Castle: approx. 120 m
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                Pond
            

            
                A charming element of the Historic Park is our beautiful pond, surrounded by walking trails. Near the pond, you can encounter a duck family and a grey heron, and with a bit of luck, you might even come across a beaver.
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                Polana Bar
            

            
                An exceptional area for summer relaxation, events, and outdoor activities. A place full of positive energy and fun for both children and adults. Perfect for a picnic or a gathering with friends.
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                Picnic Meadow
            

            
                The picturesque, expansive meadows serve as recreational areas for walkers and outdoor enthusiasts during the day. This is also where our outdoor events take place - weddings in the bosom of nature and corporate outdoor parties.
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                Golf Practice Range
            

            
                The 240-meter long driving range with 10 stations mats is located within the recreational area of Topacz Castle. There is a rental service for golf balls and equipment on-site. Golf lessons for both adults and children also take place at the practice range.
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                Meadow 2
            

            
                The picturesque, expansive meadows serve as recreational areas for walkers and outdoor enthusiasts during the day. This is also where our outdoor events take place - weddings in the bosom of nature and corporate outdoor parties.
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                Walking Areas
            

            
                The Historic Park surrounding Topacz Castle is a magnificent 50-hectare recreational area. By utilizing the designated walking paths, guests can interact with and admire the surrounding nature in two ways: in its "wild" state and beautifully arranged by the gardening team of Topacz Castle.
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                        Wonderful Place

                        "Everything beautiful! A place where everyone will find something for themselves: Spa, tennis courts, golf, a beautiful park for walks, Automotive Museum. Delicious food. Professional, helpful, and very nice staff."

                        Anna, Booking
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							I agree to receive information about news, events and promotions
						
						
							(more information)
						
					

					
						Your e-mail address provided in the form will be processed for the purpose of sending information about products and services offered by ADO Topacz Investments sp. z o.o., ŚLĘZA 55-040, TEMPLARIUSZY 1 to the indicated e-mail address, on the basis of consent, art. 6 sec. 1 lit. a GDPR. Personal data is stored until the consent is withdrawn or for the period of pursuing possible claims. In the absence of confirmation, your data will be processed for 48 hours. The consent can be withdrawn by clicking the appropriate link in the received message or sending such a notification to the e-mail ADO recepcja@zamektopacz.pl. Your data is not processed outside the EEA.
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                In order to provide services at the highest level, the Website uses cookies saved in the browser's memory. Detailed information about the purpose of their use, including processing of user activity data and advertising personalization, as well as the possibility to change cookie settings, can be found in the Privacy Policy. By clicking ACCEPT ALL, you consent to the use of technologies such as cookies and to the processing by Topacz Investments sp. z o.o., TEMPLARIUSZY 1, 55-040, ŚLĘZA, of your personal data collected on the Internet, such as IP addresses and cookie identifiers, for analytical and marketing purposes (including automated ad targeting, measuring their effectiveness, and processing user data for analytical purposes). You can change cookie settings and detailed consent preferences in the settings.
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